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Funding cuts put the President's 
SDI program in grave trouble 
by Robert Gallagher and Carol White 

Funding for Directed Energy Weapons under the Strategic 
Defense Initiative will be 5% lower in this fiscal year (1987) 

than in the past fiscal year. As mandated by Congress, the 
Strategic Defense Initiative Organization (SOIO) has made 
cuts totaling $1.6 billion or 33% of the President's original 
budget request. The hardest hit program area has been laser 
and particle-beam defense weapons research. Funds avail
able for research and development of directed energy weap
ons will be about $803 million, half of the SOIO's original 

request of $1.6 billion for this area, and about $40 million 
less than the amount spent on lasers and particle beams last 
year. 

Thus while the President held his own on the SOl at the 
Reykjavik summit, Congress is accomplishing the same pur
pose as Soviet leader Gorbachov , in whittling away the funds 
needed to make the SOl a reality. On June 9, 1986, Gen. 
James Abrahamson advised Congress that proposed cuts will, 
this time around, have a "devastating" effect on the SOl 
program. In a Defense Daily interview, Abrahamson noted 
that he did not have the options to make cuts this time, as he 
did in the past two years. Work would have to be stopped in 
every one of the five major areas of SDI development, he 
said, emphasizing that he would "have to take chunks" out 
of priority areas. 

In order to make an early 1990s' decision on whether to 
proceed to development, SOl must be funded at the requested 
level of $4.8 billion, and anything less will result in program 
delays and stretch out the determination of the feasibility of 
the system, he said. Three years in a row with reductions of 
25% or more in the programmed budget will prevent him 
from keeping the program phased and on schedule for the 
early 1990s point of decision. In order to meet the exigencies 
of the congressionally mandated austerity budget, the SOlO 
has in fact transformed the investment profile of the program, 
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placing heavier relative weight upon the "kinetic energy 

weapons" side of the program than was the plan for their 

targeted appropriation. Funding for "kinetic energy weap
ons"-ground-based antimissile missiles and Danny Gra
ham's space-based cans of buckshot-will jump 23%, while 
funding for lasers and particle beams will decline 5%. 

Overall, discounting inflation, the SOl budget undergoes 
this year a real growth of only 13% from about $2.8 billion 
to $3.2 billion, a far cry from the 71 % real growth to $4.8 
billion requested by the President, but much better than the 
defense budget overall, which decreased in real terms. 

The President's program for the Strategic Defensive Ini
tiative has always been intended to rely upon frontier tech
nologies. The shift in allocation of the SOl budget raises the 
most alarming question about whether the program is to be
come a mere shadow of what the President envisioned in his 
March 23, 1983 call to "make nuclear missiles impotent and 
obsolete." 

Soviets speed ahead 
While Soviet propagandists continue to pretend that Rus

sia has no SDI and that the United States intends to use a 
defense as a shield from behind which to launch a first strike, 
reality is the opposite. As Jane's latest Weapons Systems 
Book verifies, and EIR has documented extensively, the So
viets are moving ahead rapidly with every aspect of an ABM 
system, including particle beams and X-ray lasers. Indeed, 
in their weekly report of the week of Nov. 12, lane's esti
mated that within six months the Soviets will have completed 
construction of a continent-wide ABM phased-array radar 
defense based on mobile anti-missile missiles and radars 
dispersed around their country, in clear violation of the ABM 
treaty. Clearly their programm is not being scaled back due 
to budgetary considerations. 
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On March 25 of this year, General Abrahamson warned 
a Senate Armed Services subcommittee that the Soviets might 

be as much as five years ahead of the United States in research 
on x-ray lasers. He disclosed that Soviet publications first 
carried articles about x-ray lasers in 1974, and that the Soviets 
conducted an x-ray laser technology test in 1982 "that we 
will not be able to do until 1987." 

If we accept the warnings of both SOIa Director Abra
hamson and Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger last 
spring, the new U.S. budget constraints on the program, 
imposed in large measure by out-and-out opponents of the 
SOl, appear to put it in danger of being mortally wounded. 

According to them, cuts in the budget request by as much as 
25% would be disastrous. The request was, in fact, cut by 

33%. 
Some concerned scientists in the program have speculat

ed that the SOIa has been driven to short-change important 
experiments in favor of more showy short-term technologies 

which would have a greater public-relations value and create 
a climate in which Congress would be impelled to increase 

their funding. 
The areas to receive the biggest boosts in funding (see 

table )-besides the $140 million increase for kinetic energy 
weapons funding-are computer technology ("systems con
cepts and battle management"), receiving a $235 million 
increase, and target surveillance, acquisition, tracking, and 
kill assessment (SATKA), receiving an additional $405 mil
lion. Certainly the downgrading of spending for DEW must 

be welcome to the Danny Graham crowd, who have been 
using the need for early deployment of the system to push for 

their own Rube Goldberg variant of the SOl. 

Cheaper, but a loser 
While Graham's High Frontier is so impracticable as to 

be a sure-loser if it is ever deployed, it has the attractive 
selling point of being apparently cheaper. Thus arguments 
based upon cost-effectiveness rather than mission-effective
ness incorrectly claim energy weapons have insufficient "cost
effectiveness." That's like saying that a watch without its 
inner workings is cost-effective even though it does not tell 
the time. The only logic which might justify such an approach 
is the fool's hope that the Soviets can be made to swallow a 
deployment of High Frontier which would then become a 
bargaining chip in a Kissinger-scenario to bargain away the 
SOl, and with it the Atlantic Alliance. 

SOIa Deputy Director Gordon Smith told a meeting of 
the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Nov. 
18 that the advantages of a ground-based laser system over 
space-based kinetic energy weapons along Graham's High 
Frontier design, "are not immediately obvious," according 
to Aviation Week and Space Technology magazine, Nov. 24, 
even though a laser weapon's speed of target interception is 
the speed of light, 20,000 times faster than that imagined for 
the fastest kinetic energy weapon. The reason why the laser's 
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advantages "are not immediately obvious," is that their re
search and development costs more. It doesn't matter that 
Danny Graham's smart rocks will never do the job: They're 

cheaper! Thus, the AIAA heard Smith say that kinetic energy 

weapons "are winning by a neck" over various laser pro
grams. 

The Pentagon issued a warning to Congress on May 27 
that was ignored. At that time, their spokesman, Robert B. 
Sims, said that it would be "a serious mistake" for Congress 
to follow the advice of the 46 Senators who are demanding a 
big cut in the President's SOl missile defense program. Sims 
said that the cuts Congress made in SOl last year "have 
narrowed the range of technologies that we can explore. 
Further cuts would seriously compound the problems and set 
back the prospects for an informed decision in the early 
199Os" on whether the research justified moving into full
scale development. 

As a result of cuts carried out a year ago, the SDIO already 
narrowed the program to development of directed-energy 
prototype weapons to the free electron laser. Now, even this 
program is threatened. 

On April 30 of this year, General Abrahamson issued a 

statement reporting that recent tests with free-electron lasers 
have led military scientists to conclude that bouncing ground
based laser beams off mirrors in space can be a practical 
defense. On June 23, the Defense Department announced 
plans to begin construction of the Los Alamos model free 
electron laser, a $400 million ground-based laser, to be built 
at the White Sands test site. But under the new fiscal '87 
budget, the White Sands Missile Test Range program, to 
build this free electron laser to test atmospheric propagation 
of laser beams, has been cut from $350 million for this year 
to $158 million, according to SOl sources. The implications 
of this is a delay of at least two years in the initial operation 
of this FEL, which was scheduled for prototype demonstra

tion in the early 199Os. 

DOD portion of SOl budget 
(millions of dollars) 

SOl area FY86 FY87 FY87 Change 
Request Actual 86-87 

Surveillance, Acquisition, 
Tracking, Kill Assessment 857 1,262 960 12% 
Directed Energy Weapons 844 1,615 803 -5% 
Kinetic Energy Weapons 596 991 740 23% 
Systems Concept, Battle 
Management 227 462 384 69% 
Survivability, Lethality, and 
other research 222 454 320 44% 
Total 2,759 4,803 3,207 16% 
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ImTIill Special Reports 
THE SCIENCE 

OF STATECR AFT 
Strategic Studies by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. 

Operation Juarez. LaRouche's famous analysis of the Ibero
American "debt bomb"-a program for continental integra
tion. Order #82010*. $100. 
A Conceptual Outline of Modern Economic Science. Or
der #82016. $50. 
Religion, Science, and Statecraft: New Directions in 
Indo-European Philology. Order #83001. $100. 
Saudi Arabia in the Year 2023. The thematic task of the 
Arab world in the next four decades: conquering the desert. 
Order #83008. $100. 
The Implications of Beam-Weapon Technology for the 
Military Doctrine of Argentina. Order #83015. Was $250. 
Reduced price: $100. 
The Design of a Leibnizian Academy for Morocco. Order 
#83016. Was $250. Reduced price: $100. 
Mathematical Physics From the Starting Point of Both 
Ancient and Modern Economic Science. Order #83017. 
Was $250. Reduced price: $100. 
The Development of the Indian and Pacific Ocean Bas
ins. Order #83022. $100. 

MILITARY AND 

ECONOMIC SCI ENCE 

Beam weapons: The Science to Prevent Nuclear War. 
The year before President Reagan's historic March 23, 1983 
speech announcing the Strategic Defense Initiative, this 
ground-breaking report detailed the feasibility-and neces
sity-for beam defense. Order #82007. $250. 
Economic Breakdown and the Threat of Global Pandem
ics. Order #85005. $100. 
An Emergency War Plan to Fight AIDS and Other Pan· 
demlcs. Issued February 1986. Order #85020. $250. 

THE WESTERN 

OLIGARCHY 

The Trilateral Conspiracy Against the U.S. Constitution: 
Fact or Fiction? Foreword by Lyndon LaRouche. Order 
#85019. $250. 
Moscow's Secret Weapon: Ariel Sharon and the Israeli 
Mafia April 1986. Order #86001. $250. 

* The Libertarian Conspiracy to Destroy America's 
Schools. Order #86004. $250. 

* White Paper on the Panama Crisis: Who's Out to De· 
stabilize the u.s. Ally, and Why. Order #86006. $100. 

* A Classical KGB Disinformation Campaign: Who Killed 
Olof Palme? Issued November 1986. Order #86010. $100. 

* First two digits of the order number refer to year of publication. 

Order from: 

THE SOVIET UNION 

WlII Moscow Become the Third Rome? How the KGB 
Controls the Peace Movement. Includes transcript of the 
infamous spring 1983 meeting in Minneapolis at which KGB 
officials gave the marching orders to Walter Mondale's "peace 
movement": Destroy the Strategic Defense Initiative! Order 
#83011. $250. 
How Moscow Plays the Muslim Card In the Middle East. 
Some in the Carter administration-and since-hoped to use 
Islamic fundamentalism to make the Soviet Empire crumble. 
What fools! Order #84003. $250. 
Global Showdown: The Russian Imperial War Plan for 
1988. The most comprehensive documentation of the Soviet 
strategic threat available. A 368-page document with maps. 
tables, graphs, and index. Order #85006. $250. 

INTERNATION AL 

TERRORISM 

The Jerusalem Temple Mount: A Trigger for Fundamen
talist Holy Wars. Order #83009. $250. 
Narco-terrorism in lhero-America. The dossier that sent the 
Colombian drug-runners and their high-level protectors 
through the roof. Order #84001. $250. 
The Terrorist Threat to the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics. 
An analysis of the U.S. terrorist underground-the informa
tion the FBI has repeatedly suppressed. Order #84005. Was 
$250. Reduced price: $100. 
Soviet Unconventional Warfare in Ibero-America: The 
Case of Guatemala. Order #85016. $150. 
European Terrorism: The Soviets' Pre-war Deployment. 
The dual control of terrorism: Europe's oligarchical families 
and the Russian intelligence services. The case of Germany's 
Green Party, with profiles of the top families of the interna
tional oligarchy. Order #85001. $150. 

* Germany's Green Party and Terrorism. Issued Novem
ber 1986. Order #86009. $250_ 

THE MID DLE E AST 

A ND AFRIC A 

Anglo-Soviet Designs on the Arabian Peninsula. Order 
#83002. Was $250. Reduced price: $100. 
The Military, Economic, and Political Implications of Is
rael's Lavle Jet Project. Order #83010. Was $500. Reduced 
price: $250. 

* Moscow's Terrorist Satrapy: The Case Study of Qad
daft's Libya. Order #86002. $100. 
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